Chief Developmental Tester

SecDef shall require each major defense acquisition program be supported by a Chief Developmental Tester

• “Oversight of all developmental test and evaluation activities for the program maintaining insight into contractor activities under the program and overseeing the test and evaluation activities of other participating government activities under the program; and helping program managers make technically informed, objective judgments about contractor developmental test and evaluation results.”

A DoD Key Leadership Position (KLP)

Qualification

Highly qualified professional that possesses knowledge, skills, and ability to develop and execute a comprehensive and efficient test and evaluation program

NDIA 2014 Project helped gain understanding and alignment between Industry & Government Regarding a “Industry Test Lead”
CDT PANEL

- Deirdre Sumpter, Technical Director, AEC
- Ed Rahme, USN, PEO Subs, PMS 450, VIRGINIA Class Program
- Tony Schmidt, Assistant PEO for T&E, Unmanned Aviation Systems, Naval Air Systems Command